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Marie Parsons 
Dancing in the Night
He wore black,
And she wore white,
And they went dancing in the night.
He never spoke of Vietnam
The Asian girls
Who’d held his hand.
He wore black,
And she wore white,
And they danced off into the night.




He held her tight,
And they danced off into the night.
He knew she’d never understand
The battle scars
Of Vietnam. 
He never swore 
He’d love for life;
Could not say
She’d be his wife. 
But in his black 
And in her white,
For just a while 
The world felt right,
And they danced off into the night.




Their slender bodies intimately entwined,
Love knotted,
Writhing in the throes of purple passion,
Refusing to uncouple,
Even when the garage door creaked,
And they became aware
Of the crazy old woman with the hoe,
Even when they felt the blows
–Chop, Chop–
They feared her,
That old woman with the hoe,
She usually sent them seeking cover,
But NOT NOW
–Chop, Chop–
Not in the throes of purple passion
–Chop, Chop–
Not in the ecstasy of the love knot,
–Chop, Chop–
NO!  OH NO!
STOP!
Chop . . . Chop . . . Chop.
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Josef Krebs
Tramping past the gas station
Tramping past the gas station
I light a cigarette
Throwing the still lit match down
In defiance of petroleum
And the gas industry
That supplies the rides I occasionally get
When my luck holds out
The opportunity of getting on
Along that path
Ostensibly to success
The acquisition of easy wealth




That never made it
To the top
Of the chain
But whose sacrifice can be capitalized upon
Exploited to make the rich richer
And keep the wheels rolling
Taking this there
And that back
Packing along the well worn track
Moving in evolution of industry
Toward continual survival
Beyond purpose or pulse
Just the juice of existence
And travel
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Kaylee Thornsberry
Kayleebug
Acrylic Paint on Antique Photograph Print
Second Place Award
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Kaylee Thornsberry
Kayleebug II
Acrylic Paint on Antique Photograph Print
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Josef Krebs
The difficulty of resurrection arises from not letting go
The difficulty of resurrection arises from not letting go
Of pre-established connections
To wit to what you love
Or what you’ve just become
Or what you’ve just become comfortable with
Or thoughts that have become embedded
Like diamonds blown from a shotgun
That the skin overgrows
Making the physical outside a part of you
No more or less than the dust beneath your feet
Between your toes through your days
Of traveling your roads
Without pause enough to wash away that which is not you
Before its gradual
Inculcation





Having caught lift from London
And helped truckie unload
Load
Plastic barrels
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In between
Riding grinding gears
— The blasting of the breaks
Meant to startle
Isolated you
While you’re walking along your roadside
Continuing your mission
To get thee to Scotland
For no simple reason
Just for the hell of it
Yet a meaning subsists
A challenge to the Self
Assumed
After emptying pockets
Of pay and ciggies
Before setting off
Toward Edinborough
Walking to two-lane thoroughfare
That passes by sacred Canterbury
On old pilgrims’ road
That tract from London
Still marked by ancient milestones
Followed by weathering long march through
Ancient capital
To get back
On path to the North
That might take you somewhere
You have chosen to go
Without penny in pocket
Just to show Self you could
On a whim
Or a prayer
Just for the hell of it
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Madisyn Staggs
Anne
Beware, be scared of the woman named Anne,
For she stalks through the night, feasting on the depraved.
No sinner is safe, no, not one single man.
One prowled the dim streets, always the same wicked plan —
To see the fear in their eyes, to hear them beg, he craved,
But he should be scared of the woman named Anne.
Another lurked by the schoolyard, parked in a van
Thinking he was the predator until he pleaded to be saved.
No sinner is safe, no, not one single man.
Blacked out from booze, she still clutched her last can.
The boys all passed by, but one drunkard caved,
Not knowing to beware of the woman named Anne.
A fellow soldier, both based near Iran,
He hid overseas, and to his friends he proudly raved.
But no sinner is safe, no, not one single man.
Her first, his last. And so it began;
In his chest was her threat engraved,
“Beware, be scared of the woman named Anne.
For not one sinner is safe, no, not one single man.”
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Sophie Erin Pruitt
It Must be Very Difficult
Digital Photograph & Type
Third Place Award
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Madisyn Staggs
Death’s Favorite Diner
A town so dark with twisted gloom,
There’s not much to discuss.
We’ve lost less people than last year;
At least that is a plus.
Hermits and theorists aplenty,
This town they all abhor.
Some may leave, but they can’t escape
From Death’s unyielding door.
Swept under the water and waves,
A young soul passed last night.
Marigolds grace her seaside tomb
To Death’s fiendish delight.
These things happen throughout the year.
Adults, teens, and children —
Dead, hurt, or gone without a trace,
Their cases stay open.
Many have tried to leave this town;
The pull just draws them back.
I hope to make it to next year
With no coffin, no plaque.
Ten years past we were one thousand,
Now we are almost half.
As our population dwindles,
I write this epitaph.
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Madisyn Staggs
Calypso
Thunderstorms swirling in her eyes,
Lightning bolts on her tongue —
She easily caught the gazes
Of those she stood among.
Pale as the moon, lips red as blood,
A Snow White straight from Hell,
Her beauty entranced her victims;
No one could break her spell.
Feeding with no prejudices,
Everyone was fair game.
Living souls are her inhaler,
Killing brings her no shame.
They called her freak, monster, savage;
She used to think that way.
But you can’t hate what you can’t change,
And the thoughts faded gray.
Fate served her a bad poker hand,
Damned her to life alone.
She held her head high, fearing not
The fire and brimstone.
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Sony Johnson
Tidal
The high-rising waves beat against the docks,
A reminder that a moment can stay forever. 
You wandered down that old rusted shore,
Shuffling your tired feet as you went astray.
I stood by watching as you walked away,
Feasting on the final moment you were there.  
I hardly remember when you weren’t there,
That friendly face I’d met on these docks,
A romantic who came from lands far away.
You never promised you’d stay forever,
But I never imagined you’d be cast astray,
Lost again to venture some distant shore.
Greyed clouds have risen over the shore.
A shadow over my mind from when you were there,
Thought and body been forced astray,
Head apart from myself as I wander the docks.
Loneliness caressing my entirety forever,
Millions of unshed tears to wipe away. 
I’ve had enough time to think my life away,
Rising tides drowning my thoughts on the shore,
Listlessly lusting over times gone forever.
I wonder who I’d be if you were still there?
Another blissful face on these docks,
A life that was never led astray. 
You never think you’ll end up astray,
You never think life would take anyone away,
Their life swept from you on those docks,
An imprint of their memory left on the sandy shore.
I should have known that you wouldn’t be there,
As we both have different meanings of forever. 
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Insipid, angered longing will last for that forever,
Building up in a heart that was taken astray.
I wish that I could forever be there,
Caged in a memory while the world rots away.
I bury my heart in the sand of that shore,
I look down upon it from the highest docks. 
High seas that ripple forever, carrying precious things away. 
Beaches filled with the astray, souls leaving off shores.
Longing for something there, a tireless search on empty docks.
Sony Johnson
Heartache
The tune that rattles in your chest,
Painful as it will always be. 
Your hands shake as you go to pull
That lump from your cavity whole. 
It squishes out through whitened bone.
It glistens in the harsh daylight,
Into a world it hasn’t seen. 
Sitting so perfect in your hand,
Freed from its prison inside you.
It beats along without much care,
Despite how it should be in there.
Andromeda how is it fair,
That chains should have encased your wrists. 
That monster that they fed you to, 
Would have been lucky to have you. 
Does the sea still lap at your feet?
When you sleep, does it haunt you so?
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The organ sits on the concrete.
Beating away to no avail,
Tiny strings that held it to me,
Rotting away before my eyes. 
A trail of juice from its small form,
As it decides to take its leave. 
Sony Johnson




Lying in a puddle
Rotting at my bare feet
I am salivating at the thought
Of it squishing between my teeth so
Squelching as I feast on some poor creature
Its rotting body being consumed posthumously by someone so
Such animalistic impulses are unbecoming of someone poised as I
The temptation is overwhelming as they gnaw so terribly and delectably
My mind is a playground wrecked by these sinuous thoughts 
Shamefully I cannot help but succumb to them eventually 
Dusty ground welcomes my knees as I fall 
Dirty hands squish in warm rotting meat 
Harsh sun beats on my back
I swallow around the dead
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Aleksander Perris
Storms in the Attic
The storms are louder in the forested cottage
And from above, I imagine how it would sound
If the tin rooftop attracted the thousand atoms of lightning.
Would it peel apart the ceiling like paper, unstoppable,
Or would it stab through, an electric killer, searching
For its control, unable to find ground in the wooden room?
The burn of the electric flame stains the attic room,
Lichtenburg figures scar the wooden cottage
A blackened coal, yet it survives, searching
For a healing rain to provide a calmer sound
Than the beating drums of a band unstoppable.
The conductor moves the beat, the baton his lightning.
There are ghosts in the attic, their shadows lined with lightning.
Their breath puffs of ozone, their heat swelters the room
The attic listens as the sky weeps, unstoppable
Tears falling onto the specters, drowning out the cottage.
The ghosts cry out in fear, bellowing soundless
Echoes of a shriek first shouted when the lightning first searched.
Attracting opposites, the fearless storm searches
For the petrified victim, fearing that final strike of lightning.
There was no jolt nor jitter, the killer soundless
A cold hand fell onto the floor, the harsh winds sweeping the room.
The blackened clouds swept over the now-empty cottage,
Awaiting the next flash of light, the thunder unstoppable.
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I stand and watch the sky darken, anticipating the unstoppable.
The danger does not frighten me, and when the arches of  
light search
And strike the earthen ground beside the cottage,
I can almost hear the wooden walls shrink from the lightning.
The electricity is now harnessed, controlled currents flowing in  
the room
But the dull hum of the lamp is nothing compared to that 
primordial sound.
I often crave that feral, spiritual sound
That has long since plagued the earth with its unstoppable
Thrums. The sky remembers when it last entered the room
The attic holds vigils for that next blow, searching 
And hoping to protect its new owner from that same lightning.
Sometimes, I stand outside in the rain, away from the safety of  
that cottage.
Counting the seconds after that sound, changing that stormy search.
Attracted to that unstoppable killer, that white hot lightning.
The attic room fears the outcome of the storm approaching  
the cottage.
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Aleksander Perris
My Young Saint Matthias 
A white garb stains the unknowing grief
cast into a darkened expression.
Awaiting death, his killer gripped
in white knuckles,
sweaty palms. 
A darkness shrouds his divine light,
the stage upon his last breath. 
And yet, he, a conflicted Saint,
cannot help but to feel cold
under his Lord’s touch. 
To die a boy is such a sad thing,
when no one can remember your name.
Jacob Tackett
I go camping with Jesus and Molly
First Place Poetry Award
I wish I could be Baptized in the cool-green waters
that flow in the arteries of these hills.
I would close my eyes and faithfully let
an old crusty man lower me into the icy-deep,
his hand not leaving my head for eternity.
His opposite hand raised in a blessing saying
“Jesus done-gone an’ worshed ya clean, my child.”
 
But my alabaster robe would rise, from the disturbed yellow clay,
incandescent. Baptismals never held onto me much.
Within a week I am, again, that I am—
hollow and in pain.
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Cemented, looking through the sphincter of a Jack bottle.
I am tiny, the tessellations and noxious fumes
dance in the refracted light.
 
Have you ever fallen into a whiskey bottle?
The potion says, “Down me” and you shrink 1 inch small.
Down, down, down the rabbit hole we go! AH HA!
Here I can finally absolve myself, forgive myself.
Shouldn’t Baptismals burn a little?
I prefer the shiny citrine waters to any chlorinated pulpit,
wouldn’t you? 
Which is more natural:
The destiny of carbohydrates alchemizing to ethyl sugars,
swimming in gut-regulating substances (I heard wine 
can be good for the heart),
or drying out after bathing in a super-sterile swimming pool?
A painting of a river is surreal against the glass and usually
empty pit at the heart of the church.
 
I wonder if Baptists even pray over their holy waters now?
I’ve never seen it. They let chlorine wash you clean, 
Jesus has nothing to do with it.
 
Lysergic acid-wash is my bath of choice.
Or Methylenedioxymethamphetamine dripped by priests 
onto my infant head.
Or psilocybin shamans can wash me with blood.
 
Take your pick of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen.
Arrange them any way you want, I’ll take them in
hexagons and squares. I’ll take them in superstructures,
or simple monosaccharides—just give it to me.
Leave out nitrogen, all the sweeter.
Leave out oxygen, all the better.
(Put those two together I’ll have a laugh.)
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The holy substances, the divine substances.
The real products of magick, the true philosophers’ stones.
Take me near-death but not too far, I want to come back,
I like to suffer.
Make me go away for a while
I embarrass myself.
My wish, my one true wish—O magick genies— 
is to just exist as essence for a few hours.
That’s impossible, isn’t it? That is your true answer.
 
There is no escape is there? No way to clean, no salvation.
There is only pain, and the act of sitting cross-legged on rocks
meditating to the sound of purple brooks tinkling down hillsides.
 
The only antidote is witnessing.
The only absolution is absorption.
The only transcendence is impermanence.
The only Baptismal is through tears.
 
Now I wade in waist-high rivers so teal in the setting sun.
I seek gushing waterfalls and pin-prickling rains.
I walk barefoot in evergreen forests on beds of pine needles.
Jesus himself cleans my feet with spring water and pumice stones.
 
And then, we have jasmine tea beside a dying fire.
He tells me stories of the time he was Mithras, 
was Horus, was the cosmos itself.
Jesus makes the best s’mores.
We switch to bourbon, and watch The Holy Mountain
on a sheet-and-projector set up.
 
Jesus tells me God made fireflies to 
remind us of the souls within us.
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Jesus tells me to sleep, warm and comfy,
‘neath the sleeping bag. He kisses my forehead 
goodnight.
 
I sleep, kaleidoscopic lotus.
I sleep, far-out in the growing flowers.
I sleep, for 1000 years beneath a 
rainbow-star night while Frey and Freya stroke my hair.
I sleep, until Golb and the Lich King eat my soul.
 
I wake, opening my eyes. I am an infant to 
the cosmos again.
I breathe it all into motion again.
 
I am, and the sun rises because I say so.
I be, and the moon changes without my will, despite my will.
 
I, the Tao, flow despite my efforts to build a dam.
Jacob Tackett
September soup
September suns don’t set
they sizzle like scallions in a skillet.
Sundown doesn’t linger
it melts like butter in beef stock.
The sauvignon reds diffuse
across the sky, mingling in
the pot roast boiling on the stove—
Here come sweet onion clouds
and herby birds swirling in
the sky gravy.
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Jacob Tackett
Eldritch
I think my tears have become God.
Slithering down my cheek
They form tide pools where
Primordial crustaceans survive
On putrid algae and plankton
Eliot said it best yesterday evening
Over cider and tobacco smoke,
“I should have been a pair of ragged
Claws scuttling across the floors of
Silent seas”
I think my being has finally merged.
I can slip into refractions on puddles
And watch the rain fall from underneath
The surface tension breaking with
Ripples dancing into ocean waves
Vibrations folding into my skin
Filling her with static
I should have been a pair of writhing
tentacles on some ancient Eldritch God.
A proper Cthulhu rising from the deep
Ancient portals, leaving my domain
To help the entropic putrefaction
Devour worlds.
I think I’ve gone mad with
Impatience and quarantining my soul.
Is it the dharma of humans
To discover they are Satan
Yet act like God anyway?
Lucifer is the light bringer,
And I bathe in the shine
Gloriously
Willingly…
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Jacob Tackett
Reintegration
I lay in the deep forest
Neath gnarled knobbed roots
my flesh begins to dissolve
and mix with the dirt,
maggots fill my belly—
bloated I feel the earth on my face.
Into the ground my muscle, digging
furiously, slithers like slugs
as mushrooms pop up on my hands and feet—
my fingers and toes gripping the clay
as bone and tendon snap and slowly
drift apart.
Lying there, naught but a skeleton,
the moss takes over
gently budding across my tibia and pelvis,
eating my femur, ravenously.
Like stop-motion I witness the tree roots
twisting and knotting above me—
my empty eye-sockets opened wide
to the dancing light and glimpses of blue sky—
my skull, fractured and missing the lower jaw,
all that remains.
The fox and the black hawks have had
Their fill.
Up from the dirt I am born again,
pushing against gravity I loop
through my empty eye and out
my missing mouth—
leaves straining past my fractured skull.
Purple and deep green
I stretch toward the sky again.
Jerking in the breeze, blooming,
a bee sits upon my yellow head.
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Christina M. Kindred
Green With Beauty
Air-dry Clay, Wire & Acrylic Paint
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Shelby Grey Willis
i found a dead crow in the schoolyard the day before it happened 
the day before the floodgate opened and hurricane waters 
devoured my city, i stood there and counted the feathers and 
wondered who had the strength to kill death and wished i knew 
their secrets. 
who would clean it up? who got paid enough to remove death 
from the place life begins? i wanted answers and got none the 
day after it happened. the concrete behind the library full of life 
again, not remembering the funeral it held yesterday. 
i said a few words and asked God how to kill the death growing 
inside me birds chirped in the trees in the schoolyard—were 
they mourning or taunting?—they said nothing. 
i watched a hawk circle over the field my neighbors used to grow 
tobacco in (but like always, death takes everything) two days 
after it happened wondering which of God’s creatures couldn’t 
stave off death this time, which mother would be missing her 
baby, which fox couldn’t outrun the hound. 
i asked how to feed off death this time. He
tucked his wings and nosedived in response. 
two days after it happened, we both filled our bellies with the 
cold.
  — questions from an afternoon bus ride
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James Copas
What I Love Most About Myself
Digital Photography
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Shelby Grey Willis
take me as i am. 
bare, empty-headed, eyes rolled back shaking from my soul 
being torn out 
of me by a hand that reached in my belly, grabbed, twisted, 
clenched, and 
drug out screaming the woman i kept tucked away behind my 
ribcage.  
so, take me as i am. raw, unadulterated, malleable. 
instill the fear of God inside of me and numb the 
burning white hot that fried my brain and cauterized 
my blood vessels.  
take me as i am. 
i am yours because i was barely 
even my own.    
 — how a broken woman wants you to love her 
Shelby Grey Willis
the silhouette of skyscraper mountains, the forests 
of weeds sprouting up from the cement, this city 
was never meant for me. 
this city doesn’t listen when i whisper my confessions beneath 
the industrial ruckus, 
doesn’t care that i grew my roots here, from behind the navel to 
below the grave. 
this city is here to collect debts from drooped collars and 
emaciate the once supple. 
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we breathed into the steamboats that caressed the Mississippi’s 
muddy bosom 
and watched them carry our dreams away, tucked in the cargo 
hold. 
 — the industrial devolution 
Shelby Grey Willis
there is no exact pinpointed moment when a father leaves.
 
there are nights when he disappears for a night filled 
with neon sights and stumbles home at half past 3, 
legs unstable from a bottle that held him too tightly. 
and there are nights where he crumbles at 
our touch and lets the wind carry him away 
to fall as dust on another woman’s doorstep, 
for her to sweep into her hallway and come 
back together in her bedroom. 
there are endless life cycles in the tire rotations as he drives away. 
old family pictures play on the back window like a silver screen 
and i see him in them less and less as a dust cloud covers him up 
and takes him away from view.  
 — “ask her about her relationship with her father”
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Kavya Vasudevan
Abused & Abusing
Silver Gelatin Print with Mixed Media
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Olyvia Neal
Perspective 
The ease and fluidity
Of saying you love the rain
Accompanies a warm exhale,
As you watch dewy drops
Adhere to foggy glass,
Beneath your floral covers,
Listening to the comforts
Found within the sounds
Of Rainfall’s soft pitter-patter.
Her whispers harmonizing with the breeze
Are tranquil as candlelight
Leading you to its amity.
Yet that warm exhale
Can so quickly turn
To a sharp inhale,
As your chin is tucked,
Eyes shifted down,
Focusing on avoiding muddy puddles,
And the frizz that escapes your once fixed hair
Now matted to your cheeks
From incessant vexations
Of her cold heavy pour
And harassing winds.
You mutter in disdain
As you trudge with no refuge
From her drenching persecution.
How easy to admire,
How effortless to hate,
Something so perpetual
As the rain,
When you see her with narrow sight
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And thoughts of self.
But how simple would it be
To love her,
If we looked with open eyes
As she soaked the earth
And fed the rivers,
Rather than tend to our fleeting whims.
How simple would it be
To love,
If we looked with perspective. 
Olyvia Neal
The Veteran’s Violin
The horsehair against her stretched strings
Relieves him
From the percussive sounds
Concussing in his mind
Of stained memories he can’t forget.
Her wooden body now worn
From decades of love
And decades of pain,
But decades of life no matter,
Still rests in his wrinkled hands just as eager.
Her voice sings songs soon lost
Only still whispered beneath his tired fingers,
Their words become hazy,
As he desperately tries to remember
Lyrics of fallen brothers and sisters.
She cries out to his family,
As they remain deaf
To the sounds of his sacrifice,
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Hearing only drones
Of her rosin’s friction.
She now sleeps under a blanket
Of somber and careful dust— 
An artifact—
As her master too rests




I hear gunfire, grenades,
Soldiers garrisoned on each side
Empty space in the middle
That place is called No Man’s Land
That’s where dead men’s final thoughts dwell
Where the body count begins to swell
The long stretch of emptiness where you’re the target of both sides.
Allies won’t hesitate to shoot through you
And that’s what the enemy is hired to do 
So why be in No Man’s Land?
Why leave the trench? Why risk failure for success?
Wait. That’s what we’re taught to do.
“You never succeed if you don’t try”
So this is the teaching that got millions killed
But why?
Why obey what you’re taught at the cost of your life
Why take advice when you’re gonna die?
Why grab a knife and take your life?
Why kill yourself for another’s cause?
Well you never succeed if you never try
Besides, why does it matter if a few die
For the prosperity of others’ lives.
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Laron Burriss
Let That Thumb Hang Free and Enjoy the Music
Acrylic on Canvas
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Aleksander Perris
In the House in the Dark of the Night
First Place Fiction Award
 
The wind howled all throughout the night, sending shivers 
down Anya’s spine, as if the cold had ripped through her thick 
shawl to claw at her skin. The shutters had all been shut and 
locked just as the sun was setting, a fact that made Anya’s heart 
twinge a little sadly. She had always watched the sunset with her 
siblings when she was younger, and though they were separated 
by miles of land, she still felt like she was back home when she 
watched the moon slowly rise in the sky.
It was just another thing Alistair had taken from her, it 
seemed.
She had tried not to harbor a bitterness toward him, 
knowing that far more women in the world had been paired 
with far worse husbands. In truth, Alistair could not have been 
the worst man for her—he kept food on their table and their 
plantation well stocked, though she couldn’t help but feel a 
chilling cold whenever he walked into the same room as her, 
his shadow looming as if sucking every source of light from the 
room.
She did not remember Alistair being like this when they 
first met. In truth, she could have loved him if she had been free 
to do so on her own terms. The Alistair she met was soft, with 
a bright smile that had often melted the worst of her moods. 
Anya was unsure of what had happened, but he had changed 
when they moved West. He had stopped smiling and often shut 
himself within his office for hours at a time. Instead of sleeping 
in their bedroom as they had done in their first home, he had 
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taken to sleeping in the guest room—if he came home at all. She 
was unsure of where he went in the middle of the night, but it 
seemed that he snuck off more and more often, until eventually, 
she found herself alone more often than not.
On this night, Anya walked alone throughout the house 
despite having been told to rest hours ago. She had only seen 
Alistair once, and had only known of his arrival when she heard 
frantic papers rustling in his office.
She had thought he had lost something important or 
perhaps was in need of a friend, so she had chosen to disobey his 
first order: never enter the office if he was within it.
Anya knocked softly, though the door was creaking open 
the moment her knuckles brushed against the rough wood. He 
had been so rushed, it seemed, that he didn’t even shut the door 
fully, a fact that made Anya’s nerves prickle. Alistair was hovering 
over his desk, the lights so dim that they were nearly off, with 
only a dim candle on the windowsill—though it was too far 
away for him to have been able to see a thing on his desk. She 
brought her candle closer, though he flinched away when the 
yellow light shone on the stacks of papers.
He looked up at her, and though she couldn’t make out 
his face in the dim shadows, she knew he was full of a strange, 
nervous agitation that she had never seen before. “Just what are 
you doing?” he asked, his voice rough as if he were sick.
“I heard you searching for something,” she explained quietly, 
looking down at the shaking hand holding the candle. “So I 
thought I should come help—”
“It’s not needed,” he snapped. When her brows furrowed 
in hurt, Alistair sighed a little impatiently, though he seemed 
only frustrated with himself. “I mean no harm in my words. I’m 
not—I fear I’m not myself, lately.”
“Have you ever been yourself?” Anya challenged, a coldness 
seeping into her voice that reminded her more of him than 
anything. He was changing her, it seemed, and not for the better.
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Alistair hesitated, and it was then that Anya realized what 
she had done—who she had insulted. She stumbled with her 
words, unsure of what to say, when he began to speak, his voice 
lower than a whisper. “You’ll need to retire early tonight. I hear 
there’ve been…frightening things out as of late.”
Hours later and Alistair was nowhere to be found, much to 
Anya’s frustration. She had meant to stay awake and follow him 
to his location, to finally discover just where—or who—he was 
sneaking off to. However, as she had lain down to appease his 
orders, she found that she had drifted off to sleep.
She had awoken with a start, having not prepared at all to 
sleep, and having seemingly chosen the worst time to do so. 
Her candle had reduced to a flicker by the time she had awoken 
from her haze, and so she was throwing open her bedroom 
doors without her weapon, padding silently down the dark halls, 
wishing that Alistair had left at least one window open.
She felt her way down the hall, stopping when she found 
the door to the office and carelessly cracking it open. She peered 
inside, and though she wasn’t surprised to find that he had 
disappeared, she still felt that same weight in her chest that she 
always felt.
To her luck, he had doused the candle in the windowsill, 
and, after fumbling in his drawers for a match, she found herself 
safely engulfed in its warm light once again.
Anya wished that she wasn’t afraid, but her heart pounded 
with every step she took toward the guest bedroom, feeling 
more like a rabbit walking into a trap than a member of the 
Boswell household. All too soon, she reached his door, though 
before she could open it, a loud crash from across the house 
made her yelp in surprise.
Fearing that an intruder had broken into the house, she 
burst into his bedroom, knowing that he was far more suited to 
dealing with it than she was. However, the light of her candle 
shone only on an empty, unmade bed, its pillows cold with 
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disuse. A searing anger ran through her, for of course she was 
married to a man who wouldn’t even be home for it to get 
ransacked. Knowing that she wouldn’t find a weapon in time to 
face whatever was occurring, Anya gripped her candlestick with 
a newfound determination, treading past the hall to face her 
intruder.
She was in the kitchen by the time she heard another crash, 
and was shocked to find that someone had not broken into the 
house but into the cellar—the empty cellar, devoid of anything 
valuable save for some tools. Her nerves eased a little, thinking 
that perhaps it was merely a cat that had managed to get stuck 
inside the cellar.
She padded with bare feet out of the house and into the cool 
breeze, for she wasn’t going to ignore an emergency to find her 
slippers. The cellar was only feet away from the end of the porch, 
and she was comforted to find that the full moon left a bright 
path for her, welcoming as always.
For a moment, at least, she was yet again Anya Morels, 
running across the yard in her old, stained dress with not a care 
in the world nor a ring on her finger.
And then her path was coming to a stop in front of the 
cellar—unlocked, to her surprise—and she was again Mrs. 
Boswell, having to deal with another problem that Alistair 
didn’t notice. The chain holding the doors together was lying 
in a heap beside the door, and she briefly made a note to fix it 
before Alistair blamed a poor servant for the mistake. She nearly 
toppled over as she opened the heavy doors with her empty 
hand, and then she was peering down into the black nothingness 
below.
The stairs to the cellar were steep and unlit—always unlit, 
to her dismay. She had once expressed her concern for falling to 
Alistair, though he only responded with, “It matters not who can 
go in without tumbling. I can see just fine.”
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He was wrong again, it seemed. Anya tried to shake her 
bitter thoughts away as she carefully stepped down, fearing that 
her life would end in a clumsy heap if she did not concentrate. 
Finally, she connected with the dirt flooring of the cellar, ice cold 
to her skin. Perhaps she was imagining it, but she thought she 
could see her breath in the frigid room.
The cellar was so dark that she struggled to see a foot ahead 
of her—even with her candle. She was still at the base of the 
steps, though she could see little more than the narrow passage 
that led into the cellar.
Anya stood in an attempt to be fearless, holding her 
trembling voice still as she called out to the darkness and 
whatever was in it. “Hello?”
Something shuffled from far within the cellar sharply, 
sounding as though it were nearly falling over. Fighting the urge 
to run and yet knowing that it was no person within the cellar, 
she walked inside. Her candle burned dimly, shining on an all-
too familiar silhouette at the end of the cellar.
“Alistair?” She called out softly, weakly. He nearly blended 
in with the dark wall, though something about his silhouette 
burned a certain wrongness into her brain, making her nearly 
turn tail and run.
Alistair turned away, his legs trembling as he covered his face 
with his arm. “Get out at once!” he barked harshly.
The raw anger of his voice should have made her jump, 
should have terrified her, yet Anya found that she was only 
angry. A strange ferocity overwhelmed her as she stepped closer, 
furrowing her brow as she said, “Come out at once! Why are you 
hiding like some sort of scoundrel?”
Alistair made a frustrated sound that could have been a 
growl, though his body cowered further from her as if petrified 
that she would approach him. “Dear, you do not have time to be 
so—so brash! This is a matter of your safety and you will listen to 
me before—”
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“Before what?” Anya asked, harsher than she could ever 
remember sounding. “You won’t hurt me—not if it risks your 
precious reputation you dandies care so much for. Just what are 
you doing down here, and without a light? Have you gone mad?”
She stepped closer, ever closer, half expecting for him to try 
to run for the stairs like he always did when she got too close. 
For months now, he was always six feet away, and now that 
gap was closing in on him. A cracking sound filled the air and 
she thought momentarily that it was thunder or a tree falling, 
though the sound was too close to be any such thing.
She called his name, watching something unknown contort 
in a way that nothing should. Her words seemed to fall on deaf 
ears.
She was quaking with terror now, a wild instinct 
overwhelming her senses with the desire to run, though a more 
realistic part of her knew she was being ridiculous. She stepped 
closer, treading into a wet warmness that made her recoil in 
disgust.
“Alistair?” She asked once again, her voice barely a whisper 
now.
The flame of her candle fell on black hair, and then he was 
looking toward her, the yellow of the flame reflecting on his 
eyes in such a way that they seemed to burn with that same fire. 
Shadows fell on his face strangely, frighteningly, contorting in 
ways that a human face should have never looked.
       “Anya.”
       Alistair stepped forward, though the stride was too long, 
too unnatural. The flame in his eyes did not disappear when she 
dropped the candle with a shrill scream.
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The forest was like home to her, with its dark leaves creating 
a thick cover that most would consider sinister. She felt that it 
was comforting. A twig snapped under her boot as she stepped 
off the trail. Mother had always warned her against straying 
too far from the village, especially when her tendencies for 
adventure started to emerge. 
She placed her hand on the rough bark of a nearby tree, 
fingers digging into the grooves. If she was quiet enough and 
pushed her fingers in deep enough, she could almost imagine 
that the forest was speaking to her. 
Another twig snapped behind her, and she spun around. 
Garren grinned at her, blowing a piece of flyaway hair out 
of his face. He had a tendency of following her into the woods, 
mainly because her mother felt that she was incapable of 
handling herself should something go awry. 
“What are you doing here?” she asked, crossing her arms 
over her chest. 
“Ah, don’t be that way, Little Red,” he replied. 
His reference to her cloak made her hair bristle. She only 
wore it because it gave her grandmother peace of mind. Gran 
said that if she were missing in the woods, the cloak would be 
easy to spot.
“Don’t call me that,” she snapped. “Now answer my 
question.”
He leaned against a tree, his smirk revealing his chipped 
tooth. “Checking in on you, of course. Your mom’s worried 
about you, Livvy.”
She turned away from Garren. “She needn’t be. I’m capable 
of taking care of myself.”
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Mother had worried after her since her father’s death. She 
wanted Livvy to settle down with one of the village boys and 
live a quiet life till her skin wrinkled and her eyes failed. She had 
other plans though; plans that involved adventure and traveling 
beyond their quiet village. 
“Livvy, come on,” Garren called after her as she stomped 
away. “Your mother is just looking out for you. Besides, it’s not 
like she came to fetch you herself.” 
Livvy reached the old hollowed out tree she had been 
looking for. Quickly, she reached inside and snatched the bow, 
knocked it with an arrow, and turned toward Garren. 
“Maybe she should have,” Livvy said, turning her arrow on 
the boy. “I wouldn’t have pointed this bow and arrow at her.” 
Garren raised his hands into the air. “It’s not like I’m going to 
drag you back to the village, Livvy. I just want to be sure you’re 
ok.”
“I can take care of myself,” she said, lowering her bow. “I 
think I’ve proven that.”
“Well, you’ll have to protect me as well then.” Garren 
grinned, lowering his arms. “I haven’t got a weapon.”
Livvy rolled her eyes. “Come on then.”
They traveled through the woods for some time. Garren 
never said a word, which was unusual for him. He was quiet too. 
There wasn’t another twig snapped under his foot. It made Livvy 
wonder if he had snapped the earlier one on purpose to get her 
attention. Knowing Garren, he probably had. 
Livvy really had no reason to be in the forest other than to 
explore. She knew several parts of it already, and every time she 
went out, she committed a little more of it to memory. The forest 
was the only part of the village that Livvy found interesting. 
However, since Garren was with her, she was unable to explore 
as much of it as she would have liked. Instead, she headed back to 
the village after only an hour of being in the woods. After stashing 
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her bow and arrows, she and Garren got back on the trail and 
headed toward the village. 
When they arrived, the smell of rotten vegetables and cow 
manure wafted into Livvy’s nose. Wrinkling her nose, she walked 
up the small muddy pathway that ran through the center of the 
village, trying her best to keep her boots as clean as possible.
“Garren!” a shrill voice said. 
Livvy and Garren both turned around to see Miranda 
Lovegrove sprinting towards them, bundling her skirts in her 
hands to keep them from getting muddy. When she reached 
them, she was out of breath and her cheeks were rosy, a strand of 
blonde hair falling down from her messy bun. 
“Garren, where’ve you been off to?” she asked, ignoring 
Livvy completely. 
Garren flashed that grin that he was infamous for. “Nowhere 
important. What are you doing running the streets like a 
hooligan?” 
Livvy rolled her eyes. “Well, if you’re going to sit round and 
chat all day, I’ve got to be off. I’ve got better things to do.” 
Miranda gave her an annoying little wave, and Garren 
glanced between the two girls. Livvy walked off. They had never 
been friends, though they were around the same age. Miranda 
was far too prissy for Livvy’s tastes. She acted like she was the 
queen, walking up and down the village with her nose stuck so 
far in the air. 
“Livvy, wait,” Garren called, running to catch up with her 
quick steps. “You’re not mad, are you?”
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They stopped in front of her doorway, near the edge of the 
village. 
“You’re not going to ask me in?” Garren asked. 
“No,” Livvy said, one hand on each side of the door frame. 
“Go home, Garren.” 
“You’re no fun.” 
She smiled as he turned to leave. 
--------------------
“Gran, you can’t do that,” Livvy said gently as she took the 
spoon from her grandmother’s twisted hands. The doctor had no 
idea why they bent the way they did, and there was nothing he 
could do to fix them. “I can do it.”
Gran smiled at her and eased herself into her rocking chair 
near the fire. “You worry about me too much. You should be 
more like Emily.” 
Livvy snorted, turning back to the small stove and stirring 
the soup. Her mother cared little for what Gran got into. Livvy 
couldn’t hate her for it though; she was too busy doing odd jobs 
so they would have food to eat. 
She brushed a strand of long brown hair behind her ear. 
“Gran, you really don’t have to cook for us. I can do that.” 
“What am I supposed to do then?” she giggled. “Sit here and 
wilt?” 
“No, Gran, you’re supposed to enjoy your old age.”
Livvy wasn’t sure Gran knew how to enjoy life anymore, 
though. She never left the house and oftentimes she would 
spend her time peeping out the window looking for some 
mysterious creature that she claimed lurked in the night. Livvy 
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knew that most of the town thought she was crazy, and that was 
why Mother got as many odd jobs as she did. 
The vegetables in the soup were starting to soften up. Livvy 
took a small bite before adding a little bit of parsley she had 
found in the forest. 
“What have you been into today?” Gran asked. 
“Why do you want to know?” Livvy said, glancing at the old 
lady. She was looking out the window trying not to seem too 
interested.
“Oh, no reason,” she said. Livvy let the silence linger. “It’s 
just I saw you with that Wales boy earlier.”
“Garren?” Livvy said. “Yeah, he walked me home.”
Gran sighed. “I remember when your grandfather used to 
walk me home.” 
“Are you trying to marry me off too, Gran?” she said as she 
placed a bowl of soup on the table next to her grandmother. 
“Not at all,” she said. “Just noting what I observed.”
Livvy shook her head. Gran really needed to keep her long 
nose out of other people’s business. 
--------------------
“You know this is none of your concern,” Livvy said as she 
started for the woods. 
“Your mom doesn’t agree with you,” Garren replied. “Said 
that I should help you gather whatever herb you’re going after.”
“Red clover is what I’m going to get,” Livvy said. “And I don’t 
need a babysitter.” 
Garren opened his mouth to retort when a scream sounded 
from the other side of the village. Livvy glanced toward Garren 
before sprinting off. 
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“Livvy, wait!” he shouted after her. 
She ignored him and continued on. Her boots hit the 
muddy terrain and sent mud flying behind her. One of her boots 
caught in the mud causing her to fall on her hands and knees as 
her cloak pooled around her. Quickly, she yanked her boot free 
and continued toward the screams. When she reached the other 
side of the village, she saw Miranda on her knees sobbing and 
pointing at the body of one of the village girls. 
Her rib cage was torn open, the tops of her ribs sticking up 
into the air like needles in a pushpin. Her intestines and other 
innards were scattered around the body. There was blood that 
led into the forest, but it looked more like she had been dragged 
toward the village rather than away from it. Her arms and legs 
were scratched up, but her face was the only part of her that 
remained unsullied. Her clear eyes were staring up at the sky 
while the rest of her face showed no expression. 
Livvy glanced back at Miranda. There were men from the 
village arriving. Miranda’s father was holding her close and 
stopping her from looking at the shredded body. Out of the 
corner of her eye, Livvy caught a glimpse of Garren. He was pale 
and his eyes were blown wide; Livvy could barely see the blue in 
them. His hands were shaking.
“Garren,” Livvy said firmly as she stepped in his line of 
vision. “Don’t look. Don’t look. Look at me. There you go. It’s 
going to be ok.”
“Livvy, that poor girl,” he whispered. 
“I know.” She grasped his hands. “But don’t look. Just don’t 
look.”
“I told you it would come back!” a shrill voice shouted. “I 
told you and none of you would listen.” 
“No,” Livvy breathed. She spun around to find her 
grandmother standing in a thin slip, her white hair whipping 
around her face. Her eyes were bright, almost feverish in their 
enthusiasm. 
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“That creature has come back and it’s come to kill us all!” 
Livvy let go of Garren’s hands and rushed toward Gran. 
“Gran, stop!” she pleaded. When she reached her, Livvy 
grabbed her shoulders. “We need to get you inside. You’ll freeze 
to death.”
“I’m fine,” she snapped, her tone cold and callus. Livvy 
stepped back; Gran had never spoken to her like that before. 
“That creature has come back and it won’t stop until it kills us 
all.”
There was muttering among the crowd. The men looked 
especially anxious, though if it was from fear or something else, 
Livvy couldn’t say. 
Suddenly there was a strong grip on Livvy’s arm. She turned 
to see her mother standing next to her, an angry look across her 
pretty face. 
“Go home, now, Livvy,” she whispered harshly. “Take 
Mommy with you.” 
“But, Mother—”
“Now.”
Livvy jerked her arm out of Mother’s grasp and gently took 
Gran’s elbow. “Come on, Gran. Let’s let the village deal with this. 
You’re going to freeze.”
Gran looked wary, but after seeing her daughter talking 
to Miranda’s father, she allowed herself to be led back to their 
house. 
--------------------
“Your mother wouldn’t approve of you doing this,” Garren 
hissed. 
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“My mother doesn’t approve of a lot of things,” Livvy said as 
she climbed out of her bedroom window. 
Since the death of that girl, the whole village had been in a 
panic. Mother had refused to allow her out of the village at all. 
When she had tried to sneak away, Mother had threatened to 
lock her in the house and not let her out. Gran had been worse. 
When she wasn’t raving about a monster, she was staring out the 
window with a blank look on her face. Nothing Livvy could say 
would rouse her from her catatonic state. 
So, Livvy had devised a plan to sneak out of the house at 
night. Unfortunately, Garren had spoiled her plans. He’d found 
out about her wanting to sneak out of the house and insisted on 
going with her. 
“Yes, but this time I think she’s right,” he said. “You don’t 
know what’s out in that forest right now.” 
“So, you believe it’s some kind of monster, too?” she said as 
they started for the tree line. “Like my grandmother?” 
“No,” he said. “But something had to . . . to . . . Well, it could 
be a bear or something.”
Livvy rolled her eyes. “Whatever. I don’t have time to argue 
with you. Are you coming or not?” 
“Of course, I’m coming,” he snapped. 
They entered the forest, staying on the path. The moon was 
half waxed and able to light their way. Livvy had never been in 
the forest after dark. The trees cast eerie shadows onto the path. 
She could hardly believe it was the same forest that she had 
entered so many times during the day. They reached the section 
of the trail where Livvy usually diverged into the woods.
“Livvy,” Garren whispered. His face was pale, and his hands 
had a slight tremor to them. 
“Come on.” Without waiting for a reply, she stepped off the 
path and into the forest. 
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It was much harder to navigate at night. There were weeds, 
thorns, and roots in places she didn’t remember them being, 
causing her to stumble and her cloak to get caught. She never fell 
though, and the moon provided enough light for her to find the 
hollowed-out tree. Quickly, she pulled her bow and arrow from 
where she had hidden them. She swung the quiver of arrows 
over her head and onto her back. 
“Alright, you got them. Can we go now?” Garren asked. 
“Yes,” she snapped. “If you didn’t want to come, why did you 
even bother?”
He glared at her. “Because someone had to make sure you 
weren’t taken by whatever is out there.” 
“So, you do believe it’s a monster.”
“No! But I believe men can do monstrous things. Livvy, 
you’ve no idea who is out there. Someone could have taken you 
tonight, and none of the village would be the wiser. They would 
just assume that you disappeared, or that whoever cut up that 
girl had managed to drag you off into the woods.”
“Well, if you’re so afraid of this person, then why don’t you 
go back to the village?” 
“I am! And you’re coming with me!” 
With that, Garren grabbed her arm and started to drag her 
back toward the path. Livvy yanked away from him. 
“You do not get to tell me what to do,” she said, her voice 
dangerously low. 
“What is so important about that bow anyway?” he said. 
“What else am I supposed to protect my family with?” she 
shouted.
Silence fell between the two as Garren’s face softened. He 
rubbed the back of his neck and Livvy looked away from him. 
She was the only one left who could help defend her family if 
this person or bear or whatever it was came to their door. Her 
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father was a fairly good shot and he taught her to shoot when 
she was little.
“Livvy, you’ve no more chance against that thing than 
anyone else in our village,” Garren said softly. 
“Yes, I do,” she said, her eyes narrowing. “I’m a good shot.”
With that, she stepped around him and started back toward 
the path.
The trip back to the village was silent. Garren didn’t say 
another word to her. He just walked in step with her the rest 
of the way. She expected him to go back to his house after they 
reached the mouth of the village, but he stayed with her as she 
crept toward the back where her small home was. 
She hesitated, a tugging in her stomach stopping her from 
climbing into the window. 
“Thanks for coming with me,” she said softly.
“Welcome,” he replied. “Be careful.”
With that, he disappeared around the corner of her house.
--------------------
It was a week and a half later when a scream pierced through 
the night and woke the whole village. Livvy was up instantly, 
pulling on her cloak then reaching under her bed to retrieve her 
stashed bow and arrows. She slid the quiver onto her back and 
rushed into the living room to find the front door already open. 
Gran was standing next to the window, pale and frozen.
“It’s here,” she whispered, not taking her eyes from the 
window. 
Realizing her mother must have already gone outside, Livvy 
rushed through the door and into the night. It was near dawn 
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now, but it was still slightly foggy out and the full moon shone 
overhead. 
Livvy glanced down toward where the screams were 
coming from. Through the thin fog, she could make out the 
figure of Miranda pushing herself backwards through the mud. 
Something was following her. It was large, and its back was 
hunched over like it was deformed. It’s glowing yellow eyes 
could be seen through the fog. In between Miranda’s screams, 
Livvy could hear the thing snarl, sending a chill through her 
limbs. There were a few people outside, including Miranda’s 
father. He rushed toward her, only to be batted away by the 
beast’s claws and thrown into one of his neighbor’s houses. 
Livvy lifted her bow, arrow nocked. From here, she had a 
clear shot right at the thing’s hairy chest. She took a deep breath 
in, centering her shot. When she let her breath go, her arrow flew 
from her bow. 
There was a yelp of pain as the arrow lodged in the beast’s 
chest burying itself deep. The creature stumbled away from 
Miranda and in between two of the nearby houses. As the 
first rays of sunlight shone over the hill, Livvy rushed toward 
Miranda, cloak flowing behind her. There was already a crowd 
around the terrified girl. She was sobbing and asking after her 
father, but she seemed to be alright. Livvy went to find the beast. 
It wasn’t hard to do. The thing hadn’t stumbled off far. 
However, in between the two houses, Livvy froze with shock 
when she found Garren. He was clutching the arrow protruding 
from his chest. There was blood on his lips, dribbling down his 
cheek and onto his hair. His breathing was shallow and his hair 
was a muddy mess. 
“Garren,” Livvy breathed, rushing over to his side. Her cloak 
pooled around them. “Oh, I’m sorry. I—”
She couldn’t continue as tears choked her speech.
“I didn’t.” He paused, trying to draw a few labored breaths 
before continuing. “I didn’t mean . . . Miranda.”
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“Miranda’s ok,” Livvy said, petting his hair. “It’s not your 
fault. I promise it’s not your fault.” She glanced down at her 
arrow and saw that it was near where his heart should be; 
perhaps it had struck his heart. She wasn’t sure. “We’ll . . . we’ll 
get a doctor. I’m sure someone can help you. Miss Molly has 
herbs.”
“No,” he gasped. “Don’t . . . want to . . . hurt anyone.”
“You won’t,” she said, placing her hand over the one that 
held onto the arrow. Blood coated her palm. “We can figure this 
out. We’ll get you help.”
“Livvy,” he said. “I . . .”
His head lulled to the side and his eyes turned dim. Bending 
over his body, Livvy sobbed. She’d done this. She had killed him. 
Gently, she reached for the arrow, yanking it free from Garren’s 
body. After throwing it away, she wrapped her arms around him 
and rocked back and forth, quietly sobbing. Blood seeped into 
her sleep clothes and onto her cloak. 
“Please,” she whispered. “I’m sorry.”
She glanced down at his face. Blood was dripping from the 
tips of her hair onto it. After brushing some of the hair away 
from his face, she tugged off her cloak and tried to wipe the 
blood away from his face. It only smeared it more. Choking back 
a sob, she spread her cloak over Garren’s body. A gasp pulled her 
from her trance. 
Mother stood between the front of the two houses, her hand 
pressed over her mouth.
“It got Garren, too,” she said. 
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First Place Literary Non-Fiction Award
We had just passed an old John Deere tractor, a staple of 
Ohio farming, sitting on the side of the road, rust glittering on 
the edge of the rims and mud clinging to the edges of the tires. 
I was thinking about my grandfather and my grandmother, 
one a former factory worker and the other a former part-time 
gardener. My grandmother grew up during the Great Depression 
and always tried to stuff her grandkids with food for fear of there 
not being any later. My grandfather was a simple man who found 
work in the factories when none could be found in his rural 
hometown.
Now, my grandfather was sick, and we were traveling from 
Kentucky so my mom could take care of him. I was thrilled with 
the idea of going to Ohio. As long as I could get away from my 
house, I was happy.
Home wasn’t a very welcoming place. There was too much 
work my father wanted me to do and never enough time in the 
day to do everything and keep up with school. I opted for stoic 
silence whenever he decided to criticize me. When my mother 
asked me to go with her, I saw it as a sign and accepted her offer.
We’d been on the road for a couple of hours, and I was 
beginning to get bored of counting corn rows that popped up 
from the soggy ground. I glanced over at my mom; I was about 
to ask how much longer it would be; that was when I noticed her 
shallow breathing and her lips forming an “o” as she drove down 
the road. Her forehead was scrunched up, wrinkles popping out 
along the top of her head, and her eyes blown wide with fear and 
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an expression that resembled anger. Her hands tightened on the 
wheel only to loosen up a moment later.
“Mom?”
As soon as she loosened her grip, her hands drew up, almost 
like coils. They curved in on themselves so she couldn’t move 
them as she struggled to draw breath. Each breath was shallow 
now, panic clear in her wheezing.
I held my breath, courses of action shoving each other 
around in my mind. One seemed as awful as the next. I’d never 
seen someone struggle to breathe before. In my naïve mind, I 
always assumed it would be like in the movies—those beautiful 
actresses grabbing their throats and taking big breaths of air to 
try and get oxygen to their lungs. It was nothing like that. My 
mother was not the picture of grace as she tried to keep our car 
on the road and steady herself all at once. I was amazed we didn’t 
crash.
“Pull over,” I said.
She listened, pulling off onto a small gravel patch that was 
barely big enough for our car. I saw some kind of tin building 
ahead with some lawnmowers in the lot surrounded by a chain 
link fence. I wondered if there was someone working who could 
help us. I shook off the idea. I would have to walk up there and 
ask for help, leaving my mother all alone. Leaving her hardly 
seemed like the best option. I couldn’t say anything as I watched 
her grapple with her purse, pushing her deformed hands inside.
She managed to pull her phone out of her bag with her 
coiled hands and offered it to me. I took it while trying not to 
touch her hands, as if touching them would give me some kind 
of disease. Hating myself for thinking this way, I punched in the 
digits, trying to control my own breath lest the operator think I 
was the one who needed help.
“Nine-one-one, what’s your emergency?”
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“There’s something wrong with my mom. She can’t 
breathe. Her hands are coiled up and her lips are curled in on 
themselves.”
I had to look at her while I described the situation, but I 
turned my head from her and looked at the floor as soon as I was 
done. I had never noticed how white my tennis shoes were until 
I started to study them.
“Ok. Is she having any chest pain?” the lady asked.
“She says yes. She said she feels like there is no air in her 
lungs and she can’t draw air in to breathe.”
“Ok. What is your location?”
“Um.”
I looked at my mother once again, confused and hurt. How 
was I supposed to know where we were? She managed to get a 
highway name out of her puckered lips, and I told the operator 
the name of the highway, relieved that somehow my mother 
knew where we were—a benefit of growing up in Ohio, I 
suppose.
“We’re in a blue Honda on the side of the road. It’s right up 
from some place with a bunch of lawnmowers.”
“Alright. I’m sending help your way. Would you like me to 
stay on the line with you while you wait?”
“No, I’m ok.”
The phone clicked off and I was forced to look at her again. 
Her chest was heaving, and she began to lean over the wheel, her 
spine rounding. I pushed forward to give her a hug but was held 
back by the safety belt that was still in place.
I glanced down at the belt before trying to calm her with 
something I read from a book. The words just floated out of my 
mouth without me thinking, like the breath floating out of her 
mouth. I’m sure I said something stupid and clichéd like “it’s 
going to be ok” or “just try breathing like this.” That’s a goddamn 
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broken record for you. I’d been told all my life, whenever I was 
upset, “you’re going to be fine,” “it’s ok,” or my favorite, “you’re 
just overreacting.” The last one seemed inappropriate at that 
moment, but everything that she or my father had ever said 
to me I was parroting back to her and praying to God that she 
didn’t notice.
Glaring red lights in the rearview mirror immediately pulled 
my attention away from her. Turning around, I almost started 
to scream at the ambulance for no reason other than that they 
didn’t have their sirens flashing. Didn’t they find us important 
enough to even flip a switch on? I shook my head and turned 
back to my mother as the driver pulled off into the muddy 
grass in front of us, tires sinking a little in the muck. I scolded 
myself, trying to remember that this man was here to help us and 
screaming at him wouldn’t make the problem go away.
The EMT came around to my mother’s side and smiled. 
He helped her out of the car and guided her over to his truck 
after firmly suggesting that it was a better place to be than our 
car. My feet hit the soggy soil, causing me to glance down for a 
moment. I wondered if Ohio mud felt like Kentucky mud before 
I mentally kicked myself. Now was not the time to be thinking 
about mud.
We didn’t go in through the back of the ambulance like I 
thought we would; he let us in the passenger’s door, even with 
all the muck that we were sure to track into the ambulance. I 
climbed in first and slid between the driver’s and passenger’s 
seats into what I supposed to be a back seat. There was a closed 
black bag behind the driver’s seat. My hands itched to open it 
and find out what lay beneath the zipper, but common sense and 
my mother’s wheezing stopped me. I glanced behind me and saw 
a depressing gurney lying in the back. Before I could stop myself, 
I pictured my mother lying on that gurney, a sheet over her frail 
body. I turned away before I could take the picture any further 
and paid attention to the EMT’s words. He was asking my 
mother if she was having any more chest pain and she answered 
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in the negative, saying that it just hurt to breathe a little now, but 
she felt like she was doing better.
“Put your hands against the vents,” he suggested. “The warm 
air will help get circulation to your hands.”
My mother nodded and pressed her hands firmly against the 
vent.
“How old are you, sweetheart?” he asked.
“Fifteen.”
I was surprised he was talking to me. I thought he should be 
focusing on my mother instead.
“Well, you’re awful mature for your age. You’re handling this 
very well.”
My mother agreed with him and began bragging about how 
good I had been at calming her down and calling 911. I couldn’t 
tell her that I was trying to keep my own hands from shaking as 
I watched my mother’s hands slowly uncoil. It was like watching 
a snake and waiting for it to strike. I could almost see the 
invisible creature inside her chest uncoiling slowly as it became 
comfortable but prepared to strike again if something should 
spook it.
Something must have set it off because suddenly her hands 
coiled again, and her breathing became uneven as she looked to 
the EMT with panicked eyes. He simply explained that things 
like that happen when oxygen is returning to the body and 
circulation gets flowing again. He told her that she should just 
breathe and take it easy for a few minutes. His voice was much 
more calming than mine had been earlier, and his questions were 
simple and distracting.
As my mother began to explain the rush for our visit and 
what was currently happening in our lives, I wondered if things 
like this were genetic. Was I going to be walking down the street 
only to see something upsetting and not be able to breathe? I 
clutched my stomach at the thought of some invisible creature 
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inside of me ready to curl up in my lungs and suck the air from 
them. I wondered if we would be able to make it five minutes 
down the road before the snake inside of my mother decided 
to go off again. I glanced up at her before glancing down at the 
calm hands in my lap. They didn’t seem like my own.
The EMT cleared us to go after a few minutes of my 
mother breathing normally and her hands relaxing. His smile 
crinkled the edge of his mouth, but his eyes remained dark. He 
recommended that we have one of our family members come 
down and drive us the rest of the way.
Take his advice, I thought.
My mother declined and assured him that we were ok to 
continue by ourselves.
She’s too stubborn, I decided.
The darkness didn’t leave his eyes as he nodded and helped 
my mother down from the ambulance. I jumped down and 
heard the mud squash under my tennis shoes. I glanced down 
sharply, as if the mud was the cause of all my problems, before 
continuing to our car. My mother was climbing in now, still 
talking with the EMT. I opened my door, the cool metal of 
the handle stinging my warm hand. I pulled myself into the 
passenger’s seat, not caring anymore about the mud staining my 
shoes. My mother was buckling herself in. I watched the EMT 
return to his truck before buckling my own seatbelt.
Out of the corner of my eye, I watched her start the car 
and turn the heat on. She seemed to be ok and doing things 
normally. There was a tugging feeling in the back of my head, 
like I was supposed to watch her now, just in case.
As we pulled away from the curb, my mother once again 
began to praise me for being so calm and so smart and a bunch 
of other things. I took pride in her words, but I didn’t process 
them well. Would I have to take care of my mother from now 
on? I glanced over at her as she continued to talk, not paying 
attention to my silence at all.
I felt tainted now, like my tennis shoes.
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Madison Anderson is a recent graduate of Morehead State 
University’s Art & Design program. She was awarded second 
place in the drawing/printmaking category at the Gateway 
Regional Arts Center’s 20th Annual Student Art & Design 
Exhibition for her piece, “Phelps,” and the following year an 
Honorable Mention in photography, titled, “Spider,” at the same 
exhibition. In her senior exhibition, Anderson was awarded an 
honorable mention for her silver gelatin print, “Dreamscape 
(Clarity).” She is currently working on neon light photography 
and exploring the lengths at which she can take it.
Hallei Bittlinger is a student in Morehead State University’s 
Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics 
planning to major in occupation therapy/exercise science and 
minor in photography. She was working on black and white 
film photography last semester and is currently pursuing digital 
photography.
Laron Burriss is a senior from Raceland, Kentucky, pursuing 
a studio art degree at Morehead State University with an art 
history minor. About a year ago, she started seeing painting in 
a new way and quickly realized it was her medium of choice. 
Burriss loves to paint interesting still lifes that create a mood. A 
viewer can then pick up on that mood and make up their own 
stories from it. 
Abby Caines is a fine artist completing a Bachelor of Fine Arts 
at Morehead State University. Caines works with a variety of 
media, including oil and acrylic paint, and low fire ceramic 
works. Their work is focused on the crisis of identity and 
reflection upon family ties and childhood, often including 
personal iconography to depict narratives related to these 
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themes. They have had work placed in several exhibitions, such 
as the 19th and 20th Annual Student Art & Design Exhibitions 
at the Gateway Regional Art Center in Mt. Sterling, Kentucky, 
as well as published pieces in the 2018 and 2019 editions of 
Inscape. 
Brian Carter is a junior biomedical sciences major on the Pre-
Med tract at Morehead State University. Currently, photography 
is a hobby and a way to express, explore, and challenge himself 
in new ways. 
Patrick Clark is a senior art major at Morehead State University 
pursuing a Bachelor of Arts. Currently, he is working on pieces 
for his senior showcase. Clark mainly focuses on graphic design 
and photography. 
Samantha Coates is a graphic designer and digital illustrator 
working toward her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art at Morehead 
State University. She started working with digital art in MS 
Paint. Coates’ goal is to open her own design studio and 
continue working on commissions. 
James Copas is a senior at Morehead State University with a 
minor in photography. 
Sinclaire Dorsey is a junior working to earn a Bachelor of Fine 
Arts in Art at Morehead State University, where she works as 
a gallery assistant in the Golding-Yang Art Gallery. While at 
MSU, she has been awarded the W. Paul and Lucille Caudill 
Little Scholarship for the Study in Fine Arts, and Best in Show 
at the Rowan County Art Center’s Spring Showcase (2020) in 
Morehead, Kentucky, and recognized by the Department of 
Art & Design as an Outstanding Freshman and Outstanding 
Sophomore.
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Grace Douglas is an art education major at Morehead State 
University. Recent publications include Cactus Juice Zine and 
Terror Time Zine. An award-winning artist, Douglas received 
the 2019 Young Artist of the Year from the Berea Art Council in 
Kentucky, Best of Show at the Gallery on Main in Richmond, 
Kentucky, Grand Champion Sculpture at the Kentucky State 
Fair, First and Third Place in Sculpture at the Bluegrass Regional 
Art Show in 2018 and 2019 in Richmond, Kentucky, and Best 
of Show in the High School Division at the Madison County 
Schools Art Expo in Kentucky. 
Clarissa Gearner is a post-baccalaureate student at Morehead 
State University. A Rowan County native, she received a 
Bachelor of Science degree in biology from Western Kentucky 
University in 2019 but decided to pursue a different career path, 
taking courses at MSU to prepare for a historic preservation 
graduate program. Gearner enjoys visual art and design, and 
she earned the top overall score among MSU students who 
took Adobe Certified Associate certifications for the Fall 2020 
semester for her score on the Visual Design Using Adobe 
Photoshop Certification exam.
Saule Gollihue is an art major with a photography minor at 
Morehead State University. Her work consists of embracing the 
uniqueness and beauty of all things from simple to complicated. 
Gollihue has received the Art Leadership Scholarship to aid 
financial costs and was recently accepted into the Bachelor of 
Fine Arts program at MSU. 
Jenna Hackworth is an art education (P-12) major at Morehead 
State University. Her contribution to Inscape is a 4-foot wide 
sculpture made in her 3D Foundations class in the fall semester 
of 2020; it was created completely from cardboard and designed 
with a removable, weightbearing slice that can hold over 100 
pounds. While the idea for the birthday cake was not based on 
anything specific, it was inspired by the bright colors that could 
be used to decorate it. Hackworth incorporated a variation of 
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textures, utilizing lamination to make the candles and simulate 
the “sponge-like” look of the cake’s interior. 
Paige Hale is an art major at Morehead State University, whose 
work focuses on exploring themes of nature and decay. Hale 
displayed their work in the 2020 Annual Student Art & Design 
Exhibitions at the Gateway Regional Arts Center in Mt. Sterling, 
Kentucky, and had work published in the 2020 issue of Inscape. 
Fayth Hall is a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art major at Morehead 
State University who works with digital art and ceramic art 
focusing on death and decay. Hall received second place at 
the 2020 Spring Showcase at the Rowan County Art Center in 
Morehead, Kentucky, first place awards in both ceramics and 
sculpture at the Gateway Regional Art Center’s 2019 Annual 
Student Art & Design Exhibition in Mt. Sterling, Kentucky, as well 
as second place in functional 3D in the latter’s 2020 exhibition. 
Hall is currently working on a graphic novel and narrative 
ceramic series. 
Sony Johnson is a Morehead State University creative writing 
major from Hazard, Kentucky. They have previously been 
published in Inscape. They have several works in progress, 
including two fiction novels and a graphic novel that they 
are illustrating themselves. Johnson’s work focuses in on 
deep-rooted feelings of loneliness and plays on the intricate 
relationship that people have with the world.
Jai Joshi is a student at Morehead State University and majoring 
in biology. In the fall semester, he completed two art courses, 
Introduction to Digital Photography and Digital Foundations.
Lizzie Keeton is a senior creative writing major at Morehead 
State University. She was previously published in last year’s 
edition of Inscape. Currently, she is working on a novel focused 
on an Appalachian family.
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Christina Kindred, or Mia as she is more personally known, 
resides in Mt. Orab, Ohio. She is a creative writing major with 
a minor in studio art at Morehead State University. Kindred is 
currently working on an autobiography written as poetry and 
expanding her skills in more mediums. Her greatest passion is 
turning her thoughts, feelings, and experiences into art.
Josef Krebs has a chapbook published by Etched Press and his 
poetry also appears in the Bicycle Review, Burningword Literary 
Journal, Calliope, The Cape Rock, The Chaffey Review, Inscape, 
Mouse Tales Press, Organs of Vision and Speech, Tacenda, The 
Bohemian, Agenda, The Corner Club Press, Crack the Spine, The 
FictionWeek Literary Review, the Aurorean, Carcinogenic Poetry, 
The Bangalore Review, 521 magazine, Former People, Grey Sparrow 
Journal, IthacaLit, New Plains Review, Inwood Indiana Press, Free 
State Review, Poetry Nation, Witness and The Cat’s Meow. A short 
story has been published in blazeVOX. He’s written three novels 
and five screenplays.
Nancy Lewis is a Bachelor of Fine Arts major with a minor in 
Art History at Morehead State University. Her work focuses 
on the essence of personality of portraiture in a realistic and 
expressive style. Lewis portrays themes of empowerment and 
strength within communities. Lewis had work published in 
the 2018 and 2019 Inscape editions and won two honorable 
mentions in the 2019 and 2020 Annual Student Art & Design 
Exhibitions at the Gateway Regional Arts Center in Mt. Sterling, 
Kentucky.
Amber Meckley, originally from Abbottstown, Pennsylvania, is 
currently working to complete her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree 
with a focus in graphic design at Morehead State University. 
Although Meckley’s focus is in design, she also enjoys drawing 
and creating sculptural works. Her work was published and 
recognized with an Honorable Mention award in the Spring 
2020 issue of Inscape. Participating in multiple exhibitions, 
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Meckley’s work was included in the Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Gateway Regional Art Center’s juried 2020 Annual Student Art 
& Design Exhibition (where two works were awarded Honorable 
Mentions), the 2019 In the Making in MSU’s Golding-Yang Art 
Gallery, and the 2019 Spring Showcase at the Rowan County Art 
Center also in Morehead, Kentucky. Currently, she does some 
freelance commissioned drawings, design work and is looking 
forwards to creating screen printed works.
Olyvia Neal is a native of Monticello, Kentucky. She is a 
sophomore undergraduate English and convergent media 
double-major at Morehead State University. Neal is currently 
working on creative nonfiction and journalistic writings 
while also pursuing digital photography. She is inspired by 
her Appalachian heritage and residence at Lake Cumberland. 
She has been published in The Daily Independent of Ashland, 
Kentucky, and hopes to someday attain a career in editing.
Sam Neal is completing their Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art with 
a double-minor in art entrepreneurship and art history. Their 
work includes heavy symbolism, focusing around their immense 
interest in portraiture, that adds to their narratives regarding 
feminism, self-criticism and social politics. Neal’s current 
bodies of work include a series of self-analyzing, emotionally 
voyeuristic works, and a social study around the “small” effects 
the current environment is having on our youth; their goal in the 
latter is to also parallel classic literature with education during a 
global pandemic.
Marie Parsons was born in 1943 in Pike County, Kentucky. 
She holds degrees from Pikeville College (now the University 
of Pikeville), Morehead State University and the University of 
Kentucky. Parsons started her career as a high school English 
teacher in 1964 and later taught at the college level (1974-
2003). A few years after retiring, she started writing fiction and 
published her first novel, The Devil’s Back, in 2015. Recently, she 
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completed a book of poems, five of which have been published 
in local newspapers. Parsons currently resides in Winchester, 
Kentucky, where she participates in a local writing group.
William Parsons majors in psychology at Morehead State 
University and writes poetry and some very short stories in his 
free time. He goes by skysterak on reddit to anonymously post 
poetry.
Megan Pater is a graduate student at Morehead State 
University pursuing her Master of Arts in Studio Art. She 
received her Bachelor of Arts in Convergent Media and minor 
in photography from MSU in May of 2020. Pater primarily 
focuses on alternative process photography. In 2020, she was 
awarded second place at the Gateway Regional Art Center’s 21st 
Annual MSU Student Art & Design Exhibition in the drawing/
printmaking category, and an Honorable Mention at the MSU 
Spring Showcase, both exhibited virtually. In addition, she was 
published in the 2020 edition of Inscape, as well as the 29th 
issue of The Hand Magazine, a publication that is distributed 
worldwide.
Caleb Paul is a senior obtaining his Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art 
at Morehead State University. His work puts forth a discussion 
regarding personal history and trauma and asks the question 
of whether these experiences are personal at all. Paul opens 
this difficult discussion within himself, that way in return, his 
work becomes complicated to observe as stories of troubled 
youth often are. Interpreting his work should challenge what is 
regarded as normal within the standard discussion of youth. 
Aleksander Perris, originally from Pikeville, Kentucky, has been 
attending Morehead State University for three years, majoring in 
creative writing and minoring in literature. He has traditionally 
published one novella, titled Wilde Ones, and has a number of 
short stories published online through Tapas. He was published 
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in the 2019 and 2020 editions of the Inscape Literary & Visual 
Arts Journal. Presently, he is writing a “fantasy rom-com” novel 
titled Creature Comforts, as well as a high fantasy novel titled 
Godfrey’s Moon. Both novels, while wildly different, focus on 
LGBT representation mixed with gothic-esque monsters.
Sophie Erin Pruitt is an MA graduate student in studio arts 
at Morehead State University focusing on photography and 
poetry. She loves the experience of combining short poems 
and photographs. There is a delicate balance between the story 
of type and the story of photography. Pruitt has exhibited in 
group exhibitions with other MSU graduate students, as well as 
awarded during a number of student shows. 
Malcolm Shaver is an art major at Morehead State University 
focusing primarily on illustration type pieces. He exhibited his 
“Self Portrait 2020” piece in the juried Annual Student Art & 
Design Exhibition at the Gateway Regional Art Center in Mt. 
Sterling, Kentucky, placing second in the digital category.
Brice Lynden Smith is a senior Biomedical Sciences (Pre-
Dentistry) major at Morehead State University and a 
photographer. While not studying the sciences, Smith enjoys the 
route of expression that photography allows him in his free time.
Madisyn Staggs is from Wheelersburg, Ohio. After transferring 
from Ohio State University her sophomore year, she became a 
history major with a minor in creative writing at Morehead State 
University. In January of 2019, one of her essays was published 
in a local newsletter. Staggs is currently taking writing classes 
that will help improve her skills so she can reach her goal of 
becoming a successful author in the future.
Jacob Tackett published in Inscape last year and won the First 
Place Poetry Award. They are currently “just trying to graduate 
college and working on a book of poems.”
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Kaylee Thornsberry is from Morgan county, Kentucky, and 
is currently a senior pursuing a Bachelor of Fine Arts and a 
Bachelor of Arts in Art Education at Morehead State University 
with a minor in art entrepreneurship. She is a recipient of the 
W. Paul and Lucille Caudill Little Scholarship for the Arts. 
Thornsberry’s work has been published in Inscape and displayed 
regionally in the Gateway Regional Center for the Arts, Rowan 
County Arts Center, and the Golding-Yang Art Gallery. She 
also has worked for three years as a gallery assistant in MSU’s 
Golding-Yang Art Gallery.
Virginia Vance is an art education major at Morehead State 
University. Lately, Vance has been focusing on ideas of home, 
personal influences like family, and Eastern Kentucky. These are 
things she likes to portray with a positive outlook, showing the 
things she is thankful for. Vance received an honorable mention 
in the painting category at the 21st Annual Student Art & Design 
Exhibition hosted by the Gateway Regional Art Center in Mt. 
Sterling, Kentucky.
Kavya Vasudevan is a sophomore at Morehead State University 
pursuing a pre-med track. She has a passion for digital and film 
photography. 
Shelby Grey Willis was born in Ashland, Kentucky, a midsized 
industrial town on the Ohio. Although she is a psychology 
major, Willis has always had a passion for writing, having 
done so competitively in a variety of forms since elementary 
school. She won First Place in Poetry at the Marshall SCORES 
competition out of several schools; had her work posted in Teen 
Ink, a widely used teenage literary magazine; and won a creative 
writing class competition for a movie treatment that thirty 
students adapted into a cinematic universe. Currently, she’s 
working through a guided poetry journal, Find Your Voice, which 
she highly recommends.
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Inscape is a Morehead State University publication with a long history 
of cutting-edge literary and visual arts. Media and genres of work range 
from prose, poetry, short story, long narrative, non-fiction and creative 
essays to ceramics, photography, printmaking, drawing, painting, 
sculpture, design and digital art. 
The Department of English offers MSU students the opportunity to 
submit work for publication. Students may submit poetry, fiction, non-
fiction, translations or drama. The works are peer-reviewed by a panel 
and top selections are included in Inscape.  
The Department of Art and Design offers students two opportunities to 
have their work juried for publication. Jurors review the competitive 
pool of submissions every issue for both the cover design and the visual 
artwork published. These selections help produce a unique and diverse 
issue of Inscape each year. 
For specific guidelines and submission dates, visit 
www.moreheadstate.edu/inscape.
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Whether you’re passionate about art or astrophysics, 
Morehead State will help support your plan for a successful 
career. With personalized student success programs tailored 
to your talents and interests, you’ll find MSU’s commitment to 
your success starts at enrollment and continues throughout 
your life. Learn more at www.moreheadstate.edu.
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